Introduction
Each company has unique knowledge, skills, values and solutions that can be transformed into value at the market. If managing the intangible resources can help achieving competitive advantage, increase productivity and market value then it is not a choice, but a necessity. Therefore the question is not "why" managing Intellectual Capital but "how".
Before we turn to that question I think it is important to be aware of the economic shift that has happened. In the old economy wealth was created by an increase of mass (e.g. units produced), and the measurement system was based on mass too: revenue, cost, profit. But a shift from mass to relation has occurred, at first visible in physics (Maxwells electrodynamics, Einstein's relativity theory and quantum physics) and now increasingly in economy.
The produced mass has become less important and the shift goes to the relation between business result and utilized resources. In the new economy wealth is created through an increase of incorporated value added in products and services. Measurement systems have to reflect that aspect too. But, it is obvious that the traditional financial metrics do not reflect reality any more (elaborated in my article "VAIC ™-an accounting tool for IC management" published in the International Journal of Technology Management, Vol.20, No. 5,6,7,8, 2000) .
Profit or cash flow cannot be considered adequate output measures for IC performance, which is why new output measures for intellectual work have to be introduced. As value creation is the key objective of any business, the ability of employees to transform their knowledge and skills into value creating actions becomes a key issue.
People and their intellect can only be considered an asset (capital) if they deliver results. The more effective knowledge utilization, individual and collective, the more successful value creation will be. In order to manage IC wisely, managers need relevant information on the performance of IC. But how can they manage effectively if they do not measure IC performance at all, or measure the wrong things? And, once again, we do not have the option whether to measure or not but to find an answer to "how and what".
State of the Art
In order to define where we are now, after 10 years of intensive research and IC-practice I shall quote Lev Baruch from Stern School of Business, New York University: «The extensive work on intangible (intellectual) assets performed in the 1990s by researchers, management writers and corporate executives succeeded in creating wide awareness to the vast magnitude and substantial impact of intangibles, and to the serious information deficiencies and the consequent social harms related to these assets. The following quote from my favorite author, Peter Drucker, surely points out the direction where to look for an answer:
«The most important, and indeed the truly unique, contribution of management in the 20 th century was the fifty-fold increase in the productivity of the manual worker in manufacturing. The most important contribution management needs to make in the 21 st century is similarly to increase the productivity of knowledge work and knowledge workers. The most valuable assets of a 20 th century company were its production equipment. The most valuable assets of a 21 st century institution will be its knowledge workers and their productivity» (Peter Drucker, Winter 1999) I think that the task for all of us involved in the IC-field cannot be formulated more precisely: we have to work on a management system, which would be able to measure the productivity of intellect (knowledge workers) in business. Where are we with regard to that goal? In order to visualize the answer the image of an iceberg seems quite appropriate. As we know the visible part is only 1/7th of whole, the major part actually remains below the surface, and thus not visible.
Modern managers face a similar situation when allocating resources and measuring performance. They manage what they see, which is still based on information provided by the analysis of utilized physical and financial capital. Intangibles, which are below the surface, remain invisible. What I would like to do in this article is to make a step further in clearing the sight.
What is the problem with measuring intangibles? There are more than 20 methods on the market (see www.sveiby.com), but nevertheless no major step forward has been done yet in solving the key issue. What and how should be measured in order to increase productivity in 21st century companies? In a way there has to be done what Taylor did for manual work in manufacturing. Performance standards have to be found and set.
In my opinion the problem is twofold:
-First, intellectual capital is still not treated as a resource equal to physical and financial capital -Second, there is a strong incompatibility of new measuring models and the existing accounting system
Intellectual Capital as a Resource
When I said that IC has to gain the same status of a resource, equal to physical and financial capital, many will say that it has already been for a long time. Our moths are full of it. But let us face reality. What do we really regard as intellectual capital in companies? E.g. the employees, their knowledge, skills and abilities. And now let us see how this key resource is treated? As any other cost, like production material, energy, spare parts, office material and similar. That is reality, that is the status of human capital according to current accounting standards.
In order to make a step forward in measuring intangibles a new status for Intellectual capital has to be found. It should not be a hard thing to do. If we all agree that IC is the key resource of the 21st century and if knowledge is today what once were land, manual work and money, then it is a logical step to give this resource the status it deserves. As an investment and not cost any more.
Today companies invest in two key resources, the traditional one, physical and financial capital and the new one, intellectual/human capital.
To me it seems to be the only way leading to the inevitable shift towards new economy. Accounting would be reflecting the notion of the knowledge worker as the most valuable asset of 21st century institutions.
What a leap forward from the 20th to the 21century. The psychological side effect would be a major transformation in the mindset of employees and employers. In its nature costs are a burden and management will always tend to cut them, with investments it is the other way round. If the employer considers his HC to be an investment he will have high expectations on the ROI in HC, but will also value and respect their intellectual performance. This will be stimulating for all these who "can and do» and represent the true HC of the company. I would just like to highlight that I do not consider all employees to be human capital, just those, who can and do transform their knowledge and skills into value creating action for the company.
Just a short visualization of the new proposition:
The two key resources physical and financial (capital employed -CE) and intellectual/human capital (IC/HC) create value through their activities. And value creation is the main goal for each company, institution, region or country. Whereby in accounting value added is an objective indicator of the achieved business result.
As we have now defined the resources and the outcome of their engagement, the created value added, we can go a step further and define the term «efficiency of value creation». With the same resources a company can create more or less value added and the company that creates 1100 is the efficient one here. I see «value creation efficiency» as a possible key indicator in defining IC performance. Creating 100 or 1100 VA is a question of efficiency of applied knowledge. If we have found this to be a suitable output measure for intellectual performance it will help to increase its productivity.
Intellectual Capital Efficiency
But how can efficiency be measured? In the industrial era productivity was a matter of invested production time and quantity of products. The worker who produced more entities in the same time period was the efficient one. Today this kind of measurement is outdated. The knowledge workers are not producing pieces of anything any more. They are producing value and it seems quite reasonable to put the result of their work (created value) in relation to the resource, HC, in order to get an idea of their intellectual efficiency.
Whereby the process of value creation is highly complex as knowledge workers create ideas, and realize them trough internal and external cooperation and in interaction with the companies structural capital (synergic effect). This makes it hard to determine linear cause and effect constellations on individual or departmental level.
What was productivity for manual work and manual workers, could be «value creation efficiency» for knowledge workers?
Starting point of this analysis is the achieved result: Value Added, which is calculated by deduction of INPUT (total expenses except those for employees) from OUTPUT (total revenue). What is new about this concept is, that employee expenses are not part of input any more. In other words, employees are not treated as costs, but as an investment. They invest their knowledge, skills and abilities, which are evaluated on market through a company's activities and reflected in the created value added. These two banks have the same Human Capital at disposal, but create entirely different value added. While each € invested in employees creates 3 € in Imex Banka, Nava Banka creates not more than 0,77 €.
By joining «Capital Employed Efficiency» and «Human Capital Efficiency» and «Structural Capital Efficiency», the indicator of total efficiency, VAIC TM is received. It indicates corporate value creation efficiency or its «Intellectual Ability». The higher the VAIC™ indicator, the better management has utilized the company's potential. Simply put, it also shows how much new value has been created on each € invested in key resources.
As demonstrated, the VAIC™ method monitors and measures the value creation efficiency in the company according to accounting based figures. Both components of value creation can be traced, financial and intellectual, being objective due to figures taken from the market.
How to make IC visible in Accounting
Now let us turn to the second problem stated in chapter 2, the incompatibility of new measuring systems with the current accounting system. This is the state of art in accounting.
As we can see only Capital Employed (CE) and its sub forms, financial and physical capital, is covered. But, if we take intellectual capital to be a resource it has to be explicit in accounting and implemented in the balance sheet. This is how it might look: Doesn't this solution look quite logical? Now intellectual capital really is a resource, equal to physical and financial capital. The next step is the concrete realization of the stated proposition. A new accounting system with incorporated IC. How could this be done? By transferring the resource IC (with its subcomponents, human and structural capital) from profit and loss account, where it is treated as cost to the balance sheet, where it is treated as a resource.
However radical this solution might seem, it bridges the gap between accounting and business practice. Employees, the key value-creating factor in knowledge economy, become an aqnowledged resource in accounting terms.
There are two more advantages of this accounting solution in comparison with the traditional one. Look at this example. Chart one shows the relationship between Capital Employed and Market value. Chart two the relationship viewed from the new accounting practice. This, as well as other examples, seem to indicate that a transfer of HC and SC from profit and loss account into the balance sheet provides a much more realistic view on business success. Why so?
Because the gap between MV and book value is reduced considerably. This way, just by looking at the balance sheet, an idea of the market value of a company could be obtained. This is actually a very common situation in many companies. The key indicator of the new VCEA system, VAIC™, indicating how efficiently key resources create value, implies that this company has been destroying, and not creating value for the last two years.
Like any other destruction of value this one has its price too: due to a fall of "value creation efficiency" the company has lost almost 20.000.000 €.
Finally we are coming to an answer to the question put in the heading of this paper: Do we know if we create or destroy value? My answer is that in modern business value is only created if the efficiency of resources is leveraged. If value creation efficiency is falling then value is being destroyed.
This is the law of «increasing productivity» in the new economy. A law based on constant increase of productivity of knowledge workers, as Drucker said. Finally it is also a law valid at all levels, from individual, departmental, corporate to regional and national. If there is no effort to raise efficiency of value creation at any mentioned level there will also be no prosperity! And the other way round. If there is constant increase of VC-efficiency, prosperity and wealth are being created.
In order to create value it is necessary to increase the VC-efficiency of resources constantly. But to do so it is also necessary to measure it. Otherwise it could not be managed and improved. All these weak points, whether inside companies or national economies, where value creation efficiency is below average, are critical as they are the places where value is destroyed. Therefore they have to be localized and analyzed in order to improve VCE there. This is not an easy task, as in modern economy cause and effect are not linear and these weak points are the result of a value destruction chain. Interdependencies have to be found in order to find the causes and thus improve efficiency. Crossfunctional collaboration and effort are crucial in this process.
Today, many companies, which are heavily investing in education & training, up to date analytical and communication systems and working environment, (in order to stay competitive and increase business performance) show a falling trend of efficiency. They are confronted with the fact that they are destroying value with the best intentions to createsome. This is a problem of balance. A company has to balance investments and value creation very carefully and should not be content with the thought that ROI on HC is a long-term issue. The employees companies are investing in, are working every day and as they are learning, they are applying their knowledge, which in turn creates more value and raises efficiency.
Applicability of The New Accounting System
In his last book «Corporate longitude» Leif Edvinsson is saying that accounting, whose fundaments have been laid by Luca Pacioli almost 500 years ago, is becoming history.
In order to be able to make a step further he is proposing: «The ultimate goal of measurement, accounting and information reporting system in business enterprises and at the level of industries and national economies is to enable executives and policy makers to make better resource allocation decisions. (…) What we need now is a new system, or at least a parallel on to supplement the exiting financial measures.» (Edv. 92)
Andrew Mayo stated a set of requirements any new accounting system must meet in order to move from Pacioli to the modern world:
-from tangible asset management to intangible asset management as well -from departmental focus to a process and customer focus -from past orientation to a past and future orientation -from cost measurement to cost and value measurement -from work being measured as salary costs to work being measured as percentage of value added -from cash flow orientation to an orientation on cash flow and future revenue streams -from indirect cost allocation to departments to indirect cost allocation to value streams -from fixed budget periods to dynamic budgeting -from financial data as outcomes to financial data as outcomes and inputs -from regular period statements to continuing access to company data I think it is a good lacmus test and we will see if the new accounting system, introduced in this paper is able to meet Mayo´s requirements:
-The first one is positive as it introduces intangible assets into the balance sheet, thus enabling management on IC -value creation and efficiency analysis are based on processes, -the focus on efficiency requires constant improvement of existing business processes and thus is future orientated -The fact, that human capital is transferred from P&L (cost position) to the balance sheet (investment proposition), proves the shift -Value Creation streams are measured -indirect costs are reduced to minimum, as they are max. attributed to processes of value creation -a continuous (not periodical) monitoring of relevant financial data is possible. From processes, where value is created or destroyed to branches and subsidiaries of companies to company level, sectors and regions and finally the entire national level.
Enclosed are some real examples proving the above stated. All data has been processed through a unique VAIC™ software solution. For SAP users a special module has been developed to fit the Executive Information System.
